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California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition Urges Los Angeles Ports to  

Adopt Aggressive Clean Truck Program  
 

Outlined at the nation’s largest clean fleet Expo, the plan would  
drastically reduce smog and greenhouse gas emissions within five years 

 

LONG BEACH, CALIF., May 1, 2017 — Members of the California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition (CNGVC) 
today urged the San Pedro Bay Ports to develop and implement an aggressive clean truck program as 
part of the updated 2017 Clean Air Action Plan (CAAP). To accelerate the CAAP, the Coalition developed 
the Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) Now Plan, which offers a cost-effective opportunity, using proven 
technology, to drastically and immediately reduce emissions from the 13,000 heavy-duty trucks serving 
the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. Coalition members outlined the ACT Now Plan at the Advanced 
Clean Transportation (ACT) Expo, the nation’s largest clean fleet trade show.   

Approximately 80 percent of the region’s smog comes from the transportation sector. The single largest 
contributor to this pollution is heavy-duty trucks that haul goods in and out of the San Pedro Bay Ports 
through busy transportation corridors near homes.  

The Act Now Plan calls on the Ports to immediately increase the number of zero‐ and near‐zero‐
emission trucks deployed to dramatically improve regional air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 
drive job growth throughout the region and the state, and increase the competitiveness of the Ports and 
the entire California goods movement system.  

As written, the Port’s CAAP Discussion Draft relies on a long-term transition plan to implement zero 
emission technology, leaving room for diesel trucks to continue polluting the air for another 17 years—
affecting an entire generation. In contrast, Coalition members support Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti’s 
Sustainable Freight Advisory Committee recommendation to deploy 100 percent zero- and near-zero 
emission trucks powered by renewable fuel within five years, by 2023.  

 “The latest generation of low-NOx, zero-equivalent natural gas engines powered by renewable natural 
gas exceed the required air quality standard by 90 percent and they are available today,” said Thomas 
Lawson, president of the California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition. “There is no reason to wait to clean 
Southern California’s air.”  

“This is a public health issue—especially for the underserved communities living near the freeways that 
serve the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach,” said Greg Roche, vice president of Clean Energy, which 
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operates natural gas fueling stations across the country. “The ACT Now Plan can save a generation from 
the ill-health effects of the NOx and smog-forming emissions coming from diesel trucks.” 

“Near-zero-emission heavy-duty natural gas trucks can immediately deliver clean-air benefits and 
transform the Ports’ diesel-dominated freight movement system,” said George Minter, regional vice 
president for Southern California Gas Co. “One truck engine manufacturer recently certified a new 
natural gas engine under the state’s new ‘Low NOx Standard’ that, when fueled by renewable natural 
gas, reduces greenhouse gas emissions by 80 percent, and provides the performance the trucking 
industry demands. This is a game-changing option.” 

The ACT Now Plan encompasses all zero- and near-zero emission technologies and fuels, including 
natural gas, propane, battery electric, hydrogen fuel cell electric, and others that meet a 0.02 grams per 
brake horsepower hour NOx standard and can achieve a minimum 40 percent reduction of greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions using renewable fuels or energy. 

By 2023, the ACT Now Plan would provide: 

 A 99 percent reduction in annual NOx emissions, which equals approximately 5.5 tons of NOx 
per day of surplus NOx emission reductions for Southern California 
 

 A 100 percent reduction in petroleum consumption (more than 115 million gallons of diesel per 
year) and the corresponding use of ultra-low-carbon renewable fuel, largely produced in 
California 

 

 $1 billion to $1.3 billion of private sector investment that would build infrastructure, supply 
chain assets, and renewable natural gas production facilities throughout California 

 

 Immediate and significant California-based job creation across a range of building trades in the 
next 5 to 10 years. 

 
 The full ACT Now Plan is available here. 

### 

 
About the California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition 
The California NGV Coalition is an association of natural gas vehicle and engine manufacturers, utilities, 
fuel providers and fleet operators serving the state.  Its members are united in the belief that wider 
adoption of clean-running NGVs—a proven technology in use worldwide—is key to helping California 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution and petroleum dependence. The Coalition is the 
industry’s premier advocacy organization in California, supporting new initiatives, providing up-to-date 
information on NGV technology and market developments, and working with legislators and regulators 
to develop policies that will increase alternative fuel and vehicle use. The Coalition also advises 
stakeholders on testing and demonstration programs and helps NGV-related businesses break into the 
California market. 
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